The development of new orthogonal aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase/ tRNA pairs has led to the addition of approximately 70 unnatural amino acids (UAAs) to the genetic codes of Escherichia coli, yeast, and mammalian cells. These UAAs represent a wide range of structures and functions not found in the canonical 20 amino acids and thus provide new opportunities to generate proteins with enhanced or novel properties and probes of protein structure and function. 
INTRODUCTION
Proteins carry out a remarkable range of functions-from photosynthesis to transcription and signal transduction-with only 20 amino acids. Nonetheless, proteins often require chemistries beyond those contained in the canonical 20 amino acids for function, including cofactors, such as pyridoxal, thiamine, flavins, and metal ions (1) , and posttranslational modifications (PTMs) such as methylation, glycosylation, sulfation, and phosphorylation (2) . Moreover, the modification of proteins by chemical methods can lead to new physicochemical, biological, or pharmacological properties (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . A number of archaea and eubacteria even encode the noncanonical amino acids selenocysteine or pyrrolysine for added function (9) . Thus, the creation of organisms with expanded genetic codes that include amino acids beyond the common 20 building blocks might allow the design of peptides and proteins with enhanced or novel activities. Additional building blocks might also facilitate the incorporation of biophysical probes into proteins for the analysis or control of protein structure and function in vitro and in living cells. Finally, an expanded genetic code may provide an advantage in the evolution of new molecular or organismal function. Here, we describe efforts to augment the genetic codes of both prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms with unnatural amino acids (UAAs) that have novel properties, and we illustrate the utility of this methodology in exploring protein structure and function and in generating proteins with new and/or enhanced activities.
BACKGROUND
Chemists have exquisite control over the structures of small molecules, but the control of macromolecular, especially protein, structure and function still represents a major challenge. A number of approaches are being pursued to address this limitation. The first of these is solid-phase peptide synthesis, which allows chemists to rationally manipulate polypeptide structure using natural and unnatural amino acids (5, 10) . Though this method is subject to size limitations (peptides containing over 50-100 amino acids are difficult to synthesize in significant quantities), it can be used in conjunction with semisynthetic methods to produce larger full-length proteins containing UAAs. For example, in native chemical ligation, a peptide containing a C-terminal α-thioester is reacted with a second peptide containing an N-terminal cysteine. The resulting thioester linkage undergoes an acyl rearrangement to form a native peptide bond, joining the two smaller peptides (7) . A C-terminal α-thioester leaving group can also be generated by an intein-mediated reaction arrested before the final splicing step. This method, termed expressed protein ligation (EPL), allows the linkage of a recombinantly expressed protein to a synthetic UAA-containing peptide (8) . Solidphase peptide synthesis and ligation techniques have been used to modify protein backbones (11) , make polymer-modified erythropoietin analogs (12, 13) , introduce fluorescent probes into peptides and proteins, and produce modified signaling proteins, ion channels, and histones (14) (15) (16) . However, the general application of these techniques is limited by the need for protecting group chemistry, the restrictions on the sites of ligation, the constraints on protein folding, and the inherent extracellular nature of these synthetic techniques.
Biosynthetic approaches have also been developed for the in vitro synthesis of proteins containing UAAs. In these techniques, truncated tRNAs are enzymatically ligated to chemically aminoacylated nucleotides, effectively decoupling the identity of the tRNA from that of the attached amino acid (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) . Cell-free translation systems then use these aminoacylated tRNAs for protein synthesis in response to either "blank" (nonsense or frameshift codons that can be used to specify an UAA) or coding codons. Though technically challenging, this method has been very useful in the study of protein structure and function. Examples include the incorporation of amino acids with modified backbones (22, 23) , fluorophores (24) (25) (26) , functional groups corresponding to PTMs (27) , photo-and chemically reactive side chains (28) , and altered pK a s (29) . This method has also been combined with mRNA display to generate selectable peptide libraries that contain UAAs (30, 31) . A variation of this approach involves the injection or transfection of chemically or otherwise aminoacylated tRNAs into living cells (32, 33) . For example, by chemically acylating an amber suppressor tRNA, such as one derived from Tetrahymena thermophilia tRNA Gln (which affords high efficiency and fidelity of UAA incorporation when microinjected into Xenopus oocytes) (34) , UAAs spanning a range of aaRS: aminoacyltRNA synthetase electronic, structural, and conformational properties have been incorporated into ion channels directly in cells (35) (36) (37) . This has allowed for detailed structure-function studies by the systematic modification of individual protein residues (38) , including the determination of the role of proline isomerization in channel gating (39) . Nevertheless, these methods are limited by the accessibility and stability of the aminoacyl-tRNA adducts, the stoichiometric use of aminoacylated tRNAs that cannot be continuously delivered, and the disruptive nature of microinjection and transfection techniques.
Another approach that is applicable to living cells involves the use of wild-type aminoacyltRNA synthetases (aaRSs) to incorporate UAAs that are close structural analogs of canonical amino acids (40, 41) . In this approach, a strain auxotrophic for one of the common 20 amino acids is used to substitute that amino acid with an UAA analog. Although the resulting wholesale replacement of a common amino acid by an UAA cannot sustain exponential growth, nondividing cells are still viable and are able to overexpress proteins that contain the UAA. In these newly synthesized proteins, the canonical amino acid is efficiently replaced by its UAA analog at all sites (42, 43) . The diversity in the range of UAA analogs that can be incorporated using this approach has been increased by aaRS overexpression (44) , active-site engineering (45, 46) , editing domain mutations (47) , and sorting by cell-surface display of the UAA whose incorporation was desired (48) . The global incorporation of UAA analogs by this method has a number of useful applications. For example, substitution of methionine with selenomethionine introduces a heavy atom into proteins for crystallographic phasing experiments (49); replacement of methionine by noreleucine in cytochrome P450, leucine by 5 ,5 ,5 -trifluoroleucine in chloramphenicol acetyltransferase, and tryptophan by 4-aminotryptophan in barstar and green fluorescent protein (GFP) yields proteins with new activities and properties (50) (51) (52) (53) ; and timed substitution of methionine or phenylalanine Orthogonal aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase/iso-tRNA (aaRS/iso-tRNA) pair: an aaRS/ iso-tRNA pair that is specific for its cognate amino acid and does not exhibit crossreactivity with other aaRS/iso-tRNA pairs EF: elongation factor RF: release factor by alkyne-containing UAA analogs allows the tracking of newly synthesized proteins (54, 55) . Such methods, however, are not site-specific (rather, they are residue-specific and result in global replacement), do not usually allow for continuous cell growth, and are only generally applicable to UAAs that are close analogs of canonical amino acids.
TRANSLATION WITH NEW AMINO ACIDS
To further enhance our ability to control the structure and properties of proteins, both in vitro and in the context of living cells, we sought to directly create organisms that genetically encode 21 or more amino acids. In this approach, the biological, chemical, or physical properties of new amino acids are precisely defined by the chemist at the bench, but because these UAAs are genetically encoded, their incorporation into proteins should occur with the same fidelity, efficiency, and genetic manipulability of natural protein synthesis. To realize this goal, we developed a general method for the engineering and direct integration of aaRS and tRNA components into the translational machinery.
Translation is a unique biological process in which mRNA templates the assembly of a distinct biopolymer, a polypeptide chain, through a tRNA adapter molecule. This process is different from the synthesis of DNA and RNA where the same basic recognition elements are required in the template and product. As a consequence, translation has a greater intrinsic capacity to be adapted to accommodate new building blocks. The relationship of template (mRNA) to product (polypeptide) is defined by the genetic code, which assigns a specific amino acid to each triplet codon and utilizes aminoacyl-tRNA adapters to establish the map between mRNA and protein sequence. The fidelity and efficiency of translation rely on numerous molecular recognition steps. First, the 20 amino acids are specifically loaded onto 20 isoacceptor tRNA (iso-tRNA) sets by aaRSs, each specific for its own unique amino acid substrate and its own unique set of iso-tRNAs (56) (57) (58) . This results in a network of orthogonal aaRS/iso-tRNA pairs (that is, a given aaRS, which is specific for its cognate amino acid, will only recognize its cognate iso-tRNA set, which itself is only recognized by the given aaRS) (59) . Next, aminoacyl-tRNAs enter the ribosome and recognize the correct mRNA codons. This is accomplished by elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu), which binds and transports the range of aminoacyl-tRNAs into the ribosome, where standard (and sometimes wobble) base pairing mediates the recognition between an incoming aminoacyl-tRNA's anticodon loop and the mRNA codon being read. Correct anticodon-codon pairing results in a peptidyl transfer reaction between the incoming aminoacyl-tRNA and the growing polypeptide chain, a reaction catalyzed by the ribosome's peptidyl transfer center. Finally, translocation and eventually release factor (RF) binding continue and ultimately terminate translation of the desired protein product.
One can expand the genetic code of an organism to include new amino acids by adding new components to this template-directed biosynthetic machinery. These include a cellpermeable or biosynthesized UAA, a unique codon, a corresponding iso-tRNA set (in this case, an iso-tRNA set with cardinality one is simplest), and a cognate aaRS. These components must satisfy a number of criteria: First, the UAA must be metabolically stable and have good cellular bioavailability; it must be tolerated by EF-Tu and the ribosome, but it must not be a substrate for any endogenous aaRSs. Second, the unique codon must be recognized by the new tRNA but not by any endogenous tRNAs. Third, the aaRS/tRNA pair must be specific for the UAA, functional in the host organism, and orthogonal in the context of all endogenous aaRS/tRNA pairs in the organism (60) . In general, most UAAs added to the media are taken up by both prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells (exceptions include highly charged amino acids, which can be modified as metabolically labile derivatives or incorporated into dipeptides to increase permeability).
In addition, natural aaRSs have evolved high specificity for their cognate amino acids, and the aminoacyl-binding site of EF-Tu and the ribosome are highly promiscuous (in vitro and in vivo translation experiments have demonstrated that the range of acceptable substrates includes many noncanonical amino acid side chains as well as D-amino acids and even α-hydroxy acids where ester rather than amide backbone bonds are formed) (61) . Thus, the first criterion is easily met for most UAAs. Because codon recognition is determined by simple base pairing rules, the second criterion is easily fulfilled by choosing a blank (nonsense, frameshift, or otherwise unused) codon and designing a tRNA with the corresponding anticodon. The real challenge is to fulfill the third criterion, aaRS/tRNA orthogonality and aminoacylation specificity.
Although several strategies to generate orthogonal aaRS/tRNA pairs have been explored, ultimately, the most straightforward solution involves the importation of a heterologous aaRS/tRNA pair from a different domain of life. This is because tRNA recognition by aaRSs can be domain or species specific (62), a feature that can serve as the basis for orthogonality. The anticodon loop of the imported tRNA is then mutated to create a blank codon (codon BL ) suppressor tRNA (tRNA SB ), and the orthogonality of the resulting aaRS/tRNA SB pair is assessed. If necessary, the orthogonality of this pair is improved by a two-step process, involving both positive and negative rounds of selection to identify functional optimized tRNA SB s that exhibit no cross-reactivity with endogenous aaRSs (60, 63) . Finally, structure-based mutagenesis and a similar two-step selection strategy are used to alter the specificity of the heterologous aaRS so that it uniquely recognizes the UAA of interest (60, 64, 65) . This process has allowed for the systematic directed evolution of aaRS/tRNA pairs that are specific for a variety of UAAs (Figure 1 ) and are orthogonal in bacteria, yeast, and mammalian cells ( Table 1) . This approach should, in theory, make translation with UAAs accessible in any organism. 
Encoding Unnatural Amino Acids in Escherichia coli
To genetically encode UAAs in E. coli, one first imports a heterologous aaRS/tRNA pair from archea or eukaryotes, mutates the anticodon loop to generate tRNA SB , and if necessary, uses mutagenesis and selection to improve the orthogonality of the imported pair. Selection is achieved by transforming a library of mutant tRNA SB s (which is based on the heterologous tRNA SB ) into E. coli cells that contain the toxic barnase gene with a codon BL at permissive sites. In this negative selection step, only clones containing mutant tRNA SB s that are not substrates for endogenous aaRSs grow. The surviving tRNA SB s are then transformed into E. coli cells that express the heterologous aaRS and have a β-lactamase gene with a codon BL at a permissive site. In this positive selection step, the presence of ampicillin in the growth media kills all clones that contain a nonfunctional tRNA SB , leaving only tRNA SB mutants that are aminoacylated by the heterologous aaRS. The result is a tRNA SB that functions with its cognate aaRS as a highly orthogonal pair in E. coli.
A similar two-step selection scheme is then used to alter the specificity of the heterologous aaRS so that it uniquely recognizes the UAA of interest (Figure 2a) . First, a library of aaRS mutants, containing randomized residues in the amino acid-binding site, is constructed on the basis of available crystal structures. This library is transformed into E. coli cells that express tRNA SB and a gene encoding chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) with a codon BL mutation at a permissive site. In this positive selection step, these cells are grown in the presence of chloramphenicol and the UAA of interest so that only the aaRS mutants capable of aminoacylating tRNA SB with the UAA and/or endogenous amino acids live. Surviving mutants are then transformed into E. coli cells that express tRNA SB and the toxic barnase gene with codon BL mutations at permissive sites. In this negative selection step, cells are grown in the absence of the UAA so that all clones whose mutant aaRS aminoacylates endogenous 
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Chemical structures of genetically encoded unnatural amino acids (and hydroxy acids in the case of molecules 32 and 66). Figure 1 and Table 1 ) have been derived (64, . In general, these UAAs are incorporated with excellent fidelity and yields. Indeed, shake-flask expression yields in the 1-100 mg/L range and/or optimized high-density fermentation yields in the g/L range have been achieved for almost all UAA-containing mutant proteins. However, mRNA context effects, protein folding and stability, and other factors can lead to low incorporation efficiency at some desired sites; these areas remain an opportunity for methodological improvements.
Although evolution of orthogonal UAARS/ tRNA SB pairs from the MjTyrRS/MjtRNA Tyr pair has been very successful, the ability to evolve aaRSs specific for any given amino acid depends on structural constraints in the active site. Thus, it may be necessary to consider other aaRS/tRNA pairs with structurally diverse active sites as starting points. Toward this end, several additional orthogonal pairs have been adapted for use in E. coli. These include pairs from Saccharomyces cerevisiae (e.g., AspRS/tRNA Asp (102) (103) (104) (105) . The utility of each pair is dependent on efficient expression in bacteria, orthogonality, ability to suppress the desired codon BL (once the tRNA's anticodon loop is changed), and ability to evolve the aaRS active site to accommodate novel amino acids. All of these characteristics can be optimized through promoter engineering, rational mutations, and selection. Recently, some pairs have also been imported, without loss of orthogonality, into Mycobacteria smegmatis, bovis, and tuberculosis, thus allowing the genetic incorporation of UAAs into these organisms to study their pathogenesis and produce vaccines (106) .
An additional set of heterologous pairs has been added to this list with the recent characterization of naturally occurring 21 amino acid methanogens that genetically encode pyrrolysine (107, 108) . These organisms contain a pyrrolysyl-tRNA synthetase (PylRS) that aminoacylates tRNA Pyl CUA with pyrrolysine; pyrrolysyl-tRNA Pyl CUA in turn incorporates this twenty-first amino acid in response to the amber codon. In its native contexts, the PylRS/tRNA Pyl CUA pair functions alongside the 20 canonical aaRS/iso-tRNA set pairs without any cross-reactivity among pairs. Therefore, its importation into other organisms might also preserve orthogonality, especially given that the ancient pre-LUCA PylRS likely underwent significant horizontal gene transfer among other aaRS/tRNA pairs in early life (109, 110 (111) (112) (113) (114) . This has allowed pyrrolysine (59) and many of its analogs (e.g., UAAs 61-67 and 69-71) to be genetically encoded in bacteria (111, 112, (114) (115) (116) (117) (118) (119) . In addition, rational mutagenesis/screening or the general two-step selection scheme has been used to alter the specificity of PylRS/tRNA Pyl CUA pairs to encode structurally distinct amino acids (e.g., UAAs 40, 51, 60, and 68), including a photocaged lysine and acetyllysine (112, 114, 120, 121) .
The identification of multiple heterologous aaRS/tRNA pairs orthogonal in E. coli also makes possible the simultaneous encoding of two or more UAAs, which requires two or more different blank codons recognized by two or more mutually orthogonal aaRS/tRNA pairs. An example is the use of both the AGGA frameshift and TAG nonsense codons with corresponding orthogonal UAARS/tRNA SB pairs derived from the P. horikoshii LysRS/tRNA (a consensus tRNA from archael tRNA Lys sequences) and the MjTyrRS/MjtRNA Tyr pairs to site specifically incorporate two distinct UAAs (30 and 12, respectively) into a single myoglobin protein in E. coli (104) . In this case, it was not necessary to explicitly engineer mutual orthogonality, probably because the two UAARSs were derived from pairs that specify different natural amino acids. If necessary, one could evolve orthogonality of one pair in the context of the other and vice versa by using the general two-step selection scheme described above.
Encoding Unnatural Amino Acids in Yeast
The processing, expression, and recognition of tRNAs in yeast are distinct from those in E. coli. Therefore, new heterologous aaRS/tRNA pairs are needed to expand the genetic code of yeast. Toward this end, several aaRS/tRNA pairs, including the E. coli GluRS/human initiator tRNA, the E. coli TyrRS/E. coli tRNA Tyr , the E. coli LeuRS/E. coli tRNA Leu , and the M. mazei PylRS/M. mazei tRNA Pyl pairs (102, 114, (122) (123) (124) , have been shown to be orthogonal in S. cerevisiae. To change the amino acid specificity of the aaRS/tRNA pairs for incorporation of UAAs in response to codon BL , a two-step selection similar to that used in E. coli is applied (Figure 2b) (123) . First, a library of aaRS mutants is generated and transformed into a S. cerevisiae uracil auxotrophic strain containing a GAL4 transcriptional activator with codon BL at two permissive sites, a URA3 gene (required for uracil synthesis) under the control of GAL4, and the heterologous tRNA with its anticodon mutated to suppress codon BL (tRNA SB ). In positive selection, these cells are grown in the presence of UAA and in the absence of uracil. Clones expressing aaRS mutants that can aminoacylate tRNA SB with the UAA and/or natural amino acids produce GAL4 by suppressing codon BL , which results in uracil synthesis and survival. This is followed by negative selection, where surviving cells are grown in the absence of UAA but in the presence of uracil and 5-fluoroorotic acid (5-FOA). When GAL4 is produced, URA3 is expressed, which converts 5-FOA into a toxic product, killing the cell. Therefore, those clones containing aaRS mutants that aminoacylate tRNA SB with natural amino acids express URA3 and die. The clones that survive both steps of selection are ones that aminoacylate tRNA SB exclusively with the desired UAA. This process is often repeated for several rounds to yield orthogonal UAARS/tRNA SB pairs specific for the UAA of interest.
In this way, multiple UAARS/tRNA SB (123) (124) (125) (126) (127) (128) (129) (130) . Furthermore, these evolved UAARS/tRNA SB pairs retain their activity and orthogonality when imported into the methylotrophic yeast Pichia pastoris, a host that facilitates large-scale recombinant protein expression and control over glycosylation patterns. Indeed, expression systems containing optimized transcriptional control elements have been created for the transfer of UAARS/tRNA SB pairs from S. cerevisiae to P. pastoris. In one case, these systems were used to produce human serum albumin containing the UAA 1 in shake-flask expression yields of >100 mg/L (131).
Encoding Unnatural Amino Acids in Mammalian Cells
In mammalian cells, directed evolution efforts are severely limited by technical challenges associated with transformation efficiency, slow doubling times, and growth conditions; therefore, the two-step selection strategy is not ideal for evolving aaRSs with altered specificities here. Instead, there are a number of aaRS/tRNA pairs orthogonal both in E. coli or S. cerevisiae and in mammalian cells. Thus, evolution of UAA specificity can be carried out in E. coli or S. cerevisiae, where large libraries can be constructed. The resulting UAARS/tRNA SB pairs can then be transferred into mammalian cells without loss of orthogonality. This shuttle approach has been used for several UAARS/tRNA SB pairs, including ones derived from the M. mazei PylRS/M. mazei tRNA Pyl pair, which is orthogonal in both E. coli and mammalian cells (114, 120) ; and ones derived from the E. coli TyrRS/Bacillus stearothermophilus tRNA Tyr pair, which is orthogonal in eukaryotes (132, 133) . In the latter case, B. stearothermophilus tRNA Tyr is used rather than E. coli tRNA Tyr because it contains intact internal A-and B-box promoters that drive proper tRNA expression in mammalian cells (132 (114, 120) 
Other Methods for Genetically Encoding Unnatural Amino Acids
Alternative approaches have also been used to genetically encode UAAs. For example, rational mutagenesis of heterologous aaRS/tRNA SB pairs followed by their use in auxotrophic E. coli strains has allowed the site-specific incorporation of several UAAs (e.g., tryptophan analogs, UAA 16 and UAA 18) (100, 135, 136) . In this approach, a largely orthogonal yeast aaRS/tRNA pair, modified to suppress a blank codon, is imported into E. coli. The yeast aaRS recognizes the UAA of interest but also recognizes one or more of the common 20 amino acids, often owing to limitations on rational design. To favor incorporation of the UAA, an auxotrophic E. coli strain that does not biosynthesize the corresponding common amino acid is used so that its concentration can be strictly limited. Even though an auxotrophic strain is necessary, the UAA does not replace a common amino acid throughout the proteome but rather is separately encoded. Another approach uses a rationally designed orthogonal aaRS/tRNA pair that recognizes 3-iodotyrosine (23) and site specifically incorporates it into proteins in response to the amber codon in mammalian cells (132) . To further favor incorporation of UAA 23 over tyrosine, the editing domain from PheRS was fused to the mutant aaRS (137) . These methods can be quite useful, but they are often limited by moderate aaRS/tRNA pair orthogonality, modest UAA specificity, and difficulties inherent to rational design, especially in addressing UAAs that have structural features significantly different from the canonical amino acids. Therefore, they have mostly been improved or supplanted by directed evolution methods.
Recognition of Unnatural Amino Acids by Evolved Aminoacyl-tRNA Synthetases
To understand how the evolved UAA-specific synthetases recognize their substrates, the Xray crystal structures of a number of aaRSs have been solved. For UAARSs based on TyrRS, these studies reveal that this class I synthetase contains an amino acid-binding pocket with a high degree of tolerance for substitutions. For the most part, substitutions that arise from the two-step selection scheme alter the side chains that line the amino acid-binding pocket to increase complementarity with UAAs while decreasing complementarity with endogenous amino acids. For example, the UAARS specific for p-benzoylphenylalanine (36), evolved in E. coli from the heterologous MjTyrRS, accommodates the large side chain of UAA 36 primarily through the mutation Tyr32Gly, which deepens the substrate-binding pocket (138) . In some cases, substitutions can also change the conformation of the protein backbone, suggesting a significant degree of structural plasticity. For example, in the UAARS specific for p-bromophenylalanine (18) , evolved from MjTyrRS, the Asp158Pro mutation terminates the α 8 -helix, flipping residues 158, 159, and 162, which normally line the binding pocket, outward (139) . Mutations that accommodate UAAs are often selected together with ones that disfavor binding of natural amino acids. For example, in the UAARS specific for p-acetylphenylalanine (1), evolved from MjTyrRS, substitutions Tyr32Leu and Asp158Gly have the dual effect of removing hydrogen bonding with tyrosine's phenolic hydroxyl group and opening up the binding pocket to accommodate the acetyl group of UAA 1. To further increase affinity for UAA 1, the unmutated residue Gln109 forms a hydrogen bond with the acetyl group (140) .
Perhaps the best illustration of aaRS tolerance to substitutions is the selection of an UAARS specific for bipyridylalanine (34) (85) . In this case, a library of mutants based on MjTyrRS did not directly yield a aaRS specific for bipyridylalanine but did yield one specific for the isostere biphenylalanine (26) . The crystal structure of the biphenylalanine-specific UAARS bound to UAA 26 was solved, and the structure served as a guide for the design of a new library of aaRS mutants, which was subjected to further selection for incorporation of UAA 34. Though one may expect that the accumulation of additional substitutions should reduce synthetase stability and activity, this second selection yielded an active bipyridylalanine-specific UAARS, suggesting that the thermophilic MjTyrRS is highly tolerant to mutations in its amino acid-binding domain. This explains, at least in part, why a large number of UAARSs have been successfully evolved from the heterologous MjTyrRS.
Taken together, these structural studies support the use of structure-based library design and selection and suggest that successful selection of new synthetases from libraries based on known structures of MjTyrRS, UAARSs, and the class I E. coli LeuRS (from which several UAARSs have been evolved but for which crystal structures are few) (141) will continue. Furthermore, structural and phylogenetic studies on the class II PylRS suggest that its specificity for pyrrolysine is achieved by interactions localized to its side chain-binding pocket (109); therefore, aaRS libraries based on PylRS should also yield new amino acid specificities, a prediction that recent experiments have already begun to confirm. Nonetheless, despite the fact that aaRSs have been engineered to recognize rather large, structurally complex amino acids (including those with ferrocenyl, dimethoxynitrobenzyl seryl, dansyl, and bipyridyl side chains), the development of strategies and aaRS libraries to accept even greater structural diversity remains a challenge.
Blank Codons
Amber nonsense codons and, to a lesser extent, ochre, opal, or frameshift codons have been used to specify UAAs. In each case, suppression is in competition with other processes, such as RF binding to nonsense codons or recognition of frameshift codons by tRNAs with three-base anticodons, both of which lead to decreased cotranslational incorporation efficiency. Although a number of efforts are employed to mitigate these undesired effects-examples include the overproduction of tRNA SB suppressors, synonymous mutation of codons surrounding codon BL , selection of efficient suppressors of frameshift codons that compete well with embedded rare three-base codons, and modulation of RF levels (142-145)-and other efforts have tried to circumvent them-for example, a sense codon was used to encode an UAA in an auxotrophic strain by exploiting wobble position stability differences and limiting endogenous amino acid concentrations (146)-a general solution that involves the conversion of sense codons into blank codons would be ideal.
In theory, such a strategy is feasible with genome synthesis, whereby certain sense codons in an organism are replaced in a wholesale manner through synonymous mutations. Although effects on mRNA folding and translation initiation rates would have to be considered (147, 148) , the decreased degeneracy of the code would allow the reassignment of unused sense codons to UAAs. Such an approach is currently being carried out in S. cerevisiae and, if successful, would not only avoid the inefficiencies associated with nonsense and frameshift suppression, but would also allow several UAAs to be simultaneously encoded through mutually orthogonal UAARS/tRNA SB pairs. Such strains might allow completely unnatural polypeptides to be made ribosomally. An alternative approach that uses unnatural base pairs in addition to A-T and C-G could also provide new blank codons, in this case by extending the number of possible three-base codons beyond 64 (149) (150) (151) . Although the inefficiency of unnatural base pairs in replication, transcription, and translation has kept this approach from moving beyond simple in vitro expression systems, the modularity of genetic code elements should allow for the direct integration of unnatural codons once these problems are solved.
Optimized Systems for Protein Expression
The practical utility of organisms with 21 (or greater) amino acid codes is dependent on the efficiency and fidelity with which proteins containing UAAs can be expressed. Therefore, several improvements to the components involved in cotranslational UAA incorporation have been made. The most basic of these involve optimization of expression vectors. For example, in one case, a 20-fold increase in the yield of an UAA-containing myoglobin protein was observed in E. coli when the original two-plasmid system encoding M. jannaschii tRNA CUA (MjtRNA CUA , an amber tRNA SB ) under the control of the lpp promoter and an UAARS derived from MjTyrRS (MjUAARS) under the control of the glnS promoter was replaced by a single-plasmid system encoding 3 or 6 copies of MjtRNA CUA under the control of the ProK promoter (this promoter drives endogenous tRNA Pro expression in E. coli) and the MjUAARS under the control of a strong mutant glnS promoter (142). This plasmid design (pSup) was further improved by encoding an additional copy of the MjUAARS under the control of inducible ara and T7 promoters (79) . The resulting pSUPAR plasmids afford shakeflask expression yields ranging from ∼40 mg/L to ∼65 mg/L for UAA containing the FAS-TE (fatty acid synthase thioesterase domain) as well as high yields for many other proteins tested (although yields do vary based on the individual proteins and codon context effects) (152) . Plasmid system improvements have also been made for UAA incorporation in S. cerevisiae by increasing promoter strengths, raising plasmid copy number, and using optimized codons (153) . For example, a particularly effective optimization effort significantly increased the yield of an UAA-containing protein over earlier systems by placing E. coli tRNA Leu CUA (an amber tRNA SB that is part of an orthogonal pair in yeast) under the control of an external promoter containing A-and B-box sequences (154) . Expression was conducted in a nonsense-mediated decay-deficient S. cerevisiae strain, which prevents the degradation of mRNAs that contain premature stop codons.
Synthetase mutations and tRNA optimization have resulted in further improvements in these expression systems. For example, a T252A mutation in the editing domain of E. coli LeuRS variants increases the fidelity of UAA incorporation by reducing net aminoacylation with an undesired common amino acid (129) , and a D286R substitution in MjTyrRS variants increases the efficiency of MjUAARS/MjtRNA CUA pairs by mediating better recognition of the CUA anticodon (155) . In addition, MjtRNA CUA has been engineered for higher expression levels of UAA-containing proteins by randomizing tRNA T-stem nucleotides at the EF-Tu-binding interface and conducting stringent selection for increased amber suppression efficiency (156) . The resulting selected tRNAs are in general less toxic to E. coli and in some cases enhance expression efficiency in an UAA-dependent manner. Some of these resulting tRNAs have been combined with the pSUPAR plasmid design to achieve UAA-containing protein overexpression yields that approach wild-type levels (wild-type refers to the analogous proteins where the UAA is replaced by a common amino acid) (157) .
Though more challenging, elongation factors and ribosomes themselves can also be optimized for UAA incorporation. For example, the recent development of orthogonal ribosomes that only translate mRNAs containing artificial 5 sequences allows for ribosome evolution by decoupling mutant and endogenous ribosome action (158) . The use of this approach yielded the orthogonal ribosome ribo-X, which contains mutations that likely decrease its interaction with RF-1, thereby preventing early termination and increasing the efficiency of translation with UAAs (159) . It is also possible to develop EF-Tu mutants that better tolerate UAAs, especially those with large side chains or altered backbones. This has been demonstrated in an in vitro translation system with rationally designed EF-Tu variants that have mutations in their aminoacyl-binding pockets (160) . Although their activity for natural amino acids is lower than that of wild-type EF-Tu, these variants have increased activity for large aromatic UAAs, thus increasing the efficiency of their incorporation. Selection in cells with UAARS/tRNA SB pairs should allow tuning of EF-Tu-binding site variants to better accommodate UAAs. Other efforts, including the selection of optimal nucleotide contexts surrounding blank codons, random genomewide mutagenesis and complementation to find other factors that affect UAA-incorporation efficiency, and enhancement of cellular uptake of charged UAAs by their delivery as dipeptides or precursors, are currently being explored.
GENETICALLY ENCODED UNNATURAL AMINO ACIDS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS
Clearly, the 20 common amino acids are sufficient for all known forms of life. However, if one assumes a substantial proteomic contribution to fitness during the solidification of the genetic code (Crick's "frozen accident" factor) (161, 162) , then one must conclude that the identities of the 20 canonical amino acids are a consequence of factors present during early evolution (163, 164) . Therefore, additional genetically encoded amino acids may offer evolutionary advantages to modern organisms and certainly extend our ability to manipulate the physicochemical and biological properties of proteins. To this end, we and others have genetically encoded UAAs representing an extensive range of structural and electronic properties not found in the common 20 amino acids (Figure 1) .
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UAAs with chemically reactive groups can be used as bioorthogonal handles for the sitespecific in vitro, and in some cases intracellular, modification of proteins; they can also be used to introduce a new or enhanced catalytic function into proteins. Such amino acids include UAAs 1-11, 17, 18, 64, 67, 68, 70, and 71 . Proteins containing these UAAs have been selectively modified with nonproteinogenic moieties using a variety of selective chemistries, including oxime condensation reactions, click chemistry, Michael addition reactions, and Suzuki couplings. Members of another class of UAAs represented by UAAs 12-33, 36, 44, 45-47,  53-63, 65, 66 , and 69 contain, in their side chains, in vitro or cellular probes of protein structure and function. These UAAs can be used as IR, NMR, and fluorescent probes, as well as redox-active reagents, heavy atoms for X-ray structure determination, and probes of hydrogen bonding and packing interactions in proteins. This class also includes photocrosslinking amino acids, which can be used as in vitro or cellular probes of protein-protein and protein-nucleic acid interactions. UAAs can also be used to directly engineer into proteins new functions that may be challenging to generate with the common 20 amino acids. Such UAAs include metal ion-binding, photoisomerizable, photocaged, and photoreactive amino acids (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) . Another class of UAAs is represented by UAAs 48-52, which are all free amino acids that correspond to the product of a PTM. These UAAs allow the expression of proteins containing defined PTMs in simple hosts; lift the sequence restrictions to which PTMs must otherwise adhere; and have been used to express sulfated, nitrosylated, and methylated proteins. In addition, pcarboxymethylphenylalanine (48) was substituted in the transcription factor STAT1 as a stable mimetic of phosphotyrosine and overcame the complexities associated with removal of this PTM by phosphatases (94) . Below, we overview a number of examples to illustrate the utility of genetically encoded UAAs in the study and manipulation of protein structure and function.
Probes of Protein Structure and Function
Many biophysical and mechanistic studies require significant quantities of proteins with a probe incorporated at a unique site in a protein. UAA mutagenesis methodology is well suited to many such problems. For example, in a recent application of UAAs as NMR probes, milligram quantities of site specifically labeled FAS-TE were produced from ≤25 mg of either 13 C/ 15 Nlabeled O-methyltyrosine (12) , 15 N-labeled onitrobenzyltyrosine (41), or OCF 3 Phe (19) (79) . The resulting variants of FAS-TE (33 in total were generated) were then characterized by 1 H-13 C HSQC, 1 H-15 N HSQC, and 19 F NMR in the absence and presence of a small-molecule inhibitor. Using the isolated NMR signals of the UAA probes, these experiments identified the binding site of the inhibitor and revealed conformation changes of certain residues that occur upon binding. A particularly interesting aspect of these studies was the incorporation of a 15 N-labeled variant of the photoreactive UAA 41, which upon irradiation decages to afford site-specific isotopic labeling at only one of the many tyrosines. When an active-site tyrosine was mutated to a 15 Nlabeled UAA 41, chemical shifts corresponding to ligand binding were observed only after the Tyr was decaged.
UAAs with unique IR and X-ray diffraction signatures have also been efficiently incorporated into proteins to study structure and dynamics. For example, p-cyanophenylalanine (14) contains a cyano group that absorbs in a clear spectral window at ∼2200 cm −1 and is sensitive to subtle changes in local environment. It was incorporated into myoglobin to probe metal ion and ligand binding (76) and is also used as a Stark effect probe of local protein dipoles. Similarly, p-azidophenylalanine (7), which absorbs in a clear spectral window at ∼2100 cm −1 and is sensitive to changes in electrostatic environment, was incorporated site specifically at various sites in rhodopsin. After expression and reconstitution into lipid membranes, changes in the stretch frequency of the azido group upon light-induced receptor activation were analyzed by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) difference spectroscopy for several rhodopsin mutants, revealing changes in the local environments of specific amino acids (165) . In addition, solution of the X-ray crystal structures of O-acetylserine sulfhydrylase, Nacetyltransferase, and T4 lysozyme was facilitated by the site-specific incorporation of UAAs containing heavy atoms (Zn 2+ -bound UAA 35, 23, and 17, respectively) (78, 83, 87) . Several other recent studies have also exploited UAA mutagenesis to selectively introduce novel biophysical probes. These include the dissection of radical propagation in ribonucleotide reductase with a redox-active amino acid (82), the exploration of K + channel inactivation by perturbing the diameter of the inactivation peptide (134), the mutation of backbone amides to esters in order to evaluate the contribution of hydrogen bonding interactions to protein stability (86, 118) , and the study of protein dynamics in dihydrofolate reductase with deuterated amino acids site specifically incorporated by genetically encoded photocaged variants (166) . In this last example, FTIR characterization of specifically placed C-D bonds allowed the timeresolved characterization of the microenvironment of Tyr100 upon substrate binding.
Because the genetic encoding of UAAs exploits the cells' own translational machinery, one can use genetically encoded biophysical probes to study processes both in vitro and in living cells. For example, one can genetically encode small fluorescent UAAs at surface sites in a protein with minimal structural perturbation (this is in contrast to traditional fluorescent genetic tags such as GFP and its variants, which are limited by their large size). Recently, such a strategy was used to incorporate UAA 47 into histones, whose nuclear localization in yeast and mammalian cells could then be visualized through fluorescence microscopy (Figure 3a 
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amino acids can be selectively incorporated at or near a site of interest, this labeling method can be used for the characterization of local protein conformation changes, protein folding, and biomolecular interactions (87, 93, 126, 129, 167) . Recent examples include the characterization of myoglobin unfolding using UAA 46 (e.g., urea-dependent unfolding of the amino terminus prior to global unfolding), and the detection of ligand binding by glutaminebinding protein (QBP) using UAA 47 (Figure 3b) . In the latter case, UAA 47 was placed in a deep cleft that lies between the two domains of QBP, which are connected by two peptide hinges. Upon binding of glutamine, significant conformational changes in this hinge region were directly revealed [without the use of a Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) pair] by a significant shift in the emission λ max and intensity of UAA 47. The K d of the mutant QBP for Gln was determined from these spectral changes and found to be close to that of wild-type protein.
In addition to fluorescent probes, one can use photocaged and photoisomerizable UAAs to study protein function. In vitro these UAAs have been used to photoregulate ligandprotein binding (91) , site specifically cleave proteins (90) , and probe protein-nucleic acid interactions (168) . Such genetically encoded UAAs can also allow the study of cellular processes. For example, 4,5-dimethoxy-2-nitrobenzylserine (39), a photocaged serine, was encoded in the transcription factor Pho4 at either Ser114 (termed S2) or Ser128 (termed S3). These variants, fused to GFP, were localized in the nucleus when expressed in S. cerevisiae in low-phosphate media. Photolysis with a visible laser pulse (465 nm) decaged S2 or S3, leading to subsequent phosphorylation and export from the nucleus by Msn5 under P i -rich conditions (Figure 4a) . The kinetics of this process were monitored in real time to better understand the activities of differentially phosphorylated Pho4 mutants (Figure 4b) (128) .
Another use of UAA incorporation is the characterization of protein-protein and protein-nucleic acid interactions in vitro or in living cells through photocross-linking. In many cases, biomolecular interactions are transient or unstable to in vitro isolation conditions, thus requiring covalent cross-linking of the interacting molecules to isolate relevant complexes. In a proof-of-principle study, pbenzoylphenylalanine (36), which upon irradiation inserts into nearby C-H bonds (or relaxes back to the ground state), was site specifically incorporated into the adapter protein Grb2. This protein mediates extracellular signaling to the Ras protein by binding various target molecules, including members of the epidermal growth factor (EGF) receptor family. When expressed in CHO cells together with the EGF receptor, in vivo light-induced cross-linking resulted in the identification of covalently linked Grb2-EGF receptor complexes (169) . Furthermore, the efficiency of cross-linking varied with the position of p-benzoylphenylalanine incorporation. This methodology is now being used in many labs to map cell circuitry and identify orphan ligands and/or receptors.
Protein Therapeutics
UAA mutagenesis is beginning to find many applications in the generation of therapeutic proteins, where the production of large quantities of homogenously modified protein is desired. Three examples illustrate this best. First, is the use of immunogenic amino acids to break immunological tolerance and generate therapeutic vaccines against self-proteins associated with cancer or inflammation. In this approach, incorporation of p-nitrophenylalanine (20) into a target protein results in immunogenic epitopes that upon immunization induce hightiter, long-lived, and cross-reactive antibodies to native proteins. For example, murine TNF-α mutants containing UAA 20 at position 11 or position 86 induce, in mice, antibodies that are cross-reactive with native murine TNF-α and protect against lipopolysaccharide-induced death ( Figure 5) (170, 171) . This occurs through the stimulation of T cells by epitopes containing UAA 20, which ultimately leads to activation of autoreactive B cells that produce polyclonal antibodies against the native selfprotein, a mechanism that should be general to many antigens and epitopes against which a strong immune response is desired. This approach is currently being applied to other selfantigens, such as EGF and HER2 (involved in cancer), PCSK9 (involved in cardiovascular disease), and C5a (involved in inflammation), as well as to conserved epitopes of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and malaria that are difficult to target with traditional vaccines. This approach should also prove useful as a tool to knock down levels of secreted proteins through targeted antibody responses. Moreover, the demonstration that a single pnitrophenylalanine residue can break tolerance provides support to the intriguing notion that the enzymatic posttranslational generation of nitrotyrosine in proteins, stimulated by local inflammation and cytokine release, could create immunogenic epitopes that are the underlying initiating event in many autoimmune diseases. A second example is the production of the anticoagulant leech protein sulfohirudin. Because natural sulfohirudin is the product of posttranslational tyrosine sulfation, which occurs in higher eukaryotes, it can only be obtained in minute amounts through traditional methods. As such, it is not available in clinically useful quantities; instead, a recombinant hirudin that lacks sulfation is commercially expressed and used as a direct thrombin inhibitor (DTI) with a K i of ∼307 fM. However, by expanding the genetic code of E. coli to incorporate sulfotyrosine (50), one can access sulfohirudin directly (96) . This allows for the expression of the higher-affinity DTI sulfohirudin (K i = 26 fM) in excellent yields, which also facilitates the crystallization of the sulfohirudin/thrombin complex ( Figure 6 ) (172) , and should allow clinical application of sulfohirudin.
Third is the production of protein conjugates containing a site specifically attached toxin, radioisotope, polyethylene glycol, or even another protein (creating a bispecific therapeutic). In these cases, an UAA containing a bioorthogonal reactive functional group is incorporated at a specific position, which is then further functionalized in vitro with another small molecule or macromolecule of interest. This method overcomes the challenges of nonspecific labeling typically associated with electrophilic reagents or the labeling of cysteine residues that may not be unique or may be involved in folding. In nontherapeutic contexts, this strategy has been used for glycan and lipid conjugation (70, 173) , dual-fluorophore labeling for single-molecule FRET studies (174) , labeling of G protein-coupled receptors with fluorophores (175), nonnative histone modification (176) , and scarless protein purification (73) . In therapeutic contexts, this strategy is especially valuable as it allows the creation of homogenous therapeutic agents with defined pharmacological activity and toxicity. Moreover, because the cotranslational incorporation of UAAs is highly efficient, clinically useful quantities of labeled proteins can be produced. Indeed UAA-containing therapeutic candidates can be generated in yields of grams per liter on a >1000 liter fermentation scale in bacteria (high-yielding Pichia and mammalian systems are in development). For example, human growth hormone (hGH) containing p-acetylphenylalanine (1) has been expressed commercially and site specifically PEGylated in kilogram quantities (177) . The modified hGH has a significantly improved serum half-life while retaining biological activity and is currently in Phase II clinical trials. Similar approaches are being applied to cytokines, growth factors, and other proteins for clinical use. Various antibodies have also been efficiently expressed with keto amino acid 1 at specific sites for conjugation to therapeutically or diagnostically relevant molecules. For example, in a recent study, p-acetylphenylalanine mutants of the α-HER2 antibody trastuzumab were conjugated to the toxins saporin or auristatin, resulting in targeted killing of HER2-positive cells (B. Hutchins, S. Kazane, J. Yin, P.G. Schultz, & V.V. Smider, unpublished results). In addition, the conjugation of antibodies via amino acid 1 to oligonucleotides allows for polymerase chain reaction-based immunodiagnostics as well as the creation of spatially defined arrays of proteins and possibly cells (S. Kazane, B. Hutchins, P.G. Schultz, & V.V. Smider, unpublished results). Efforts are also under way to create structurally defined bispecific antibodies using the additional orthogonal chemistries afforded by UAAs to selectively couple proteins at uniquely defined sites and also to conjugate therapeutic peptides to carrier proteins, such as HSA and antibodies, to improve their halflives. In all these experiments (and especially in their potential clinical use), large quantities of homogeneous high-molecular-weight UAAcontaining proteins are required; thus, the ease and efficiency inherent to translation with expanded genetic codes are highly desirable.
Protein Evolution with an Expanded Genetic Code
It is quite possible that the ability to encode additional amino acids with novel properties would be evolutionarily advantageous, especially since nature's choice of 20 could have been arbitrarily fixed at the point of transition between communal and Darwinian evolution paradigms and subsequently sustained by the code's inertia (162) . Furthermore, in the limited scope of laboratory-directed evolution, which concerns only one or few specific functions over a short time rather than general organismal fitness over thousands or millions of years, one can easily envision a selective advantage conferred by additional amino acids. Because the templated assembly of polypeptides from mRNA on the ribosome establishes a direct link between genes (information) and proteins (phenotype), UAA mutagenesis methodology can easily be adapted to the evolution of proteins with novel or enhanced function. As a first step in this direction, robust phagebased systems for use with 21 amino acid organisms were recently developed (178, 179) . In one such system, phage-displayed protein libraries are generated in E. coli that encode 21 amino acids (X-E. coli) such that library members containing a TAG codon in a gene of interest will have a corresponding UAA in the displayed protein. Displayed proteins are then www.annualreviews.org • Expanded Genetic Codessubjected to selection, and the surviving phage clones are used to reinfect X-E. coli. Like traditional phage-display with the canonical 20 amino acids, rounds of mutation, amplification, and selection result in the discovery of new proteins with desired properties that, in this case, may be achieved by UAAs.
After optimizing this system to minimize the expression bias against proteins containing UAAs, several in vitro molecular evolution experiments were conducted. For example, a phage-displayed library of naive antibodies containing six NNK-randomized residues (N = A, C, G, or T; K = G or T) in the V H CDR3 was produced in X-E. coli that encodes the UAA sulfotyrosine (50) . Selection experiments were then performed on the basis of affinity for the HIV coat protein gp120 (179) . After several rounds of amplification and selection, the phage population converged on one antibody clone that contained a sulfotyrosine. The selection of this phage-displayed antibody was based on gp120-binding function, as determined by expression studies, and this function was dependent on UAA 50, as confirmed by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays. Another in vitro evolution experiment used X-E. coli that encoded the reactive UAA p-boronophenylalanine (8) to generate an unbiased phage library of naive antibodies containing NNK-randomized residues. The resulting phage particles were exposed to selection for binding to the acyclic glycan glucamine (180) . After one round, over 50% of the phage population contained UAA 8, and after three rounds, over 80% contained UAA 8. This convergence on UAA-containing sequences was concurrent with functional enrichment for antibodies that bind glucamine, presumably by using the boronate functionality as a "chemical warhead" to react with diols. Furthermore, the function of the selected p-boronophenylalanine-containing clones cannot be attributed to UAA 8 alone but requires the contribution of the whole selected sequence, as demonstrated in a series of studies on both phage-displayed and soluble Fab format clones. Several other studies using phage-based evolution with 21 amino acids are currently being conducted, including the use of UAAs to overcome PTM sequence constraints (181) , the use of reactive UAAs to evolve inhibitors of glycoproteins and proteases, and the incorporation of metal ion-binding UAAs to evolve metalloproteins with novel activities.
In addition to these phage-based evolution experiments, other efforts to include UAAs in directed evolution experiments are under way. For example, we are currently synthesizing and selecting bioactive cyclic peptides that contain UAAs, generated through the use of split inteins or a recently characterized ribosomal synthesis pathway (182) . Furthermore, although there have been several recent successes of protein engineering with UAAs-for example, the generation of a redox-active, bipyridylalaninecontaining catabolite activator protein mutant that site specifically cleaves DNA (183)-we expect that protein design alone will not be enough as we move toward the application of UAAs to more complex functions. Therefore, a combination of computational design and molecular evolution techniques are being employed in several new efforts (for example, to engineer metalloproteins that use a metal ion-binding UAA as a structural element or for catalysis). Future studies are also likely to include organismal evolution experiments, including those with an autonomous 21 amino acid E. coli that biosynthesizes its own UAA (75) .
Taken together, these experiments demonstrate that the "chemical potential" contained in expanded amino acid sets can, through directed evolution, be realized as enhanced protein function and show that an expanded genetic code can confer a selective advantage in protein evolution. In all these cases, the integration of orthogonal UAARS/tRNA SB pairs into the translation paradigm provides the direct link between genotype and phenotype required for protein evolution with UAAs.
CONCLUSION
Genetically encoded UAAs seamlessly integrate new chemistry into biology and offer a number of advantages over other approaches for chemically manipulating protein structure and function. First, the generality of methods for developing orthogonal UAARS/tRNA SB pairs allows the systematic genetic encoding of new UAAs in vivo to meet new needs in chemistry and biology. Second, the modularity of components involved in this approach allows the combination of multiple blank codons with multiple UAARS/tRNA SB pairs to achieve the biosynthesis of proteins containing many or perhaps exclusively UAAs. Finally, the incorporation of UAAs directly through the translation machinery greatly simplifies the efficient production of homogenous mutant proteins, the development of cell biological probes, and the evolution of new protein function. Thus by removing the constraints imposed by nature on the number and properties of genetically encoded amino acids, exciting new opportunities in basic and applied science research have been (and will continue to be) realized.
SUMMARY POINTS
1. A general method based on the engineering of modular orthogonal unnatural amino acid-specific mutant aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase (UAARS)/tRNA pairs makes possible the genetic encoding of unnatural amino acids (UAAs) in E. coli, yeast, and mammalian cells.
2. Approximately 70 UAAs, representing various structures and chemistries distinct from those contained in the 20 natural amino acids, have been genetically encoded in response to blank codons, such as nonsense triplet codons and frameshift quadruplet codons.
3. Structural studies of engineered UAARSs suggest that their actives sites have considerable structural plasticity but that mutations in the amino acid-binding sites of synthetases result in small, local perturbations rather than unpredictable large-scale changes, underscoring the utility of structure-based synthetase library design and selection to manipulate aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase (aaRS) substrate specificity.
4.
A two-step selection system, which uses a positive step to select for aaRSs that aminoacylate the cognate tRNA with the desired UAA and a negative step to remove aaRSs that recognize endogenous host amino acids, is highly effective in the evolution of aaRS specificity and orthogonality.
5. The integration of UAARS/tRNA pairs directly into the translation machinery allows for the efficient and selective introduction of UAAs into proteins in living cells.
6. Applications of genetically encoded UAAs are widespread and are already leading to novel protein therapeutics, new tools to study protein structure and function, and the directed evolution of proteins that use UAAs to achieve new function.
FUTURE ISSUES
1. The further development of novel UAARS/tRNA pairs for the incorporation of new, chemically distinct UAAs.
2. The further optimization of the translational machinery for more efficient expression of proteins with UAAs at any defined site.
